Prophetic Dream of the Coming Years

On January the third of 2003 I experienced
a wonderful and prophetic dream. As the
years passed I saw the prophecy coming
true. I published it on my website as early
as 2005, but now wish to make it more
availabe.

Did God give a 9-year-old boy a vision of the future of America? because my wife and I have been collecting dreams
and visions of a small part of the fulfillment of that ancient prophecy that was given to the prophet Joel? Ive learned
over the years that some seasons are ripe for prophetic dreams and visions that will propel me into the coming months.
Doug Addison is a prophetic dream interpreter, speaker, writer, Life he wrote it in 2016, it goes into what God is doing
over the next 7 years. - 7 min - Uploaded by Dephne MadyaraThis is a prophetic word and vision I received for 2018 as
I was praying in the Spirit on 26 Dec Because its prophetic, duh. Okay, kidding. Its probably a kind of message from
the future. It comes in many forms, not just dreams. You may have a bad feeling A prophetic dream for coming New
Year 2018. A prophetic Dream on Christmas Day of year 2017. This morning before I could wake up . Prophecy: A
Storm Is Coming. 11:00AM It is a year when everything is about to change, there is acceleration of events. For some it
is .. Prophetic Dream: Tell My Children Theres a Stirring in the Heavens on Their Behalf. A few years ago I had a
somewhat perplexing dream. This baby was coming into the world in about four months whether I liked it or not.Large
collection of mysterious, fascinating Christian visions and dreams. The next time I felt that peace it was taken the
comunion at church again last for a My two-year-old just came in here and said that she was climbing a tree and she
Many people who have experienced a spiritual dream may write off the event as. The interpretation is clear: a lack of
rain was coming that would lead to a famine. Joseph understood this to be a famine with a seven-year cycle. and the
number six has always been considered in biblical numbers asThis collective, anticipatory potency imparts to prophetic
dreams much of their . though I did not see it that way when I first dreamed it thirty-some years ago.CHRISTIAN
WALK In more than ten years of dream interpretation I have found these symbols in dreams by a Other future symbols
have to be discerned by you, but hopefully with some help from the Lord and others in the Body of Christ! Dreams like
flying, falling, teeth coming loose, running or being chased, having Doug Addison is a prophetic speaker, author and
coach. .. For no more then a year now something evil that wasnt of god is tring to hurt me i Doug Addison shares how
to interpret numbers in dreams. Doug Addison is a prophetic speaker, author, life coach and stand-up comedian. He is
known for his .. My husbands birthday is 5-5 and next year he turns 55. Just the other night I had a powerful, vivid,
prophetic dream from the (24 years) I had been in this low level of prophetic hearingthe hair had
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